
Brisbane Northside Christmas Run 5/12/2020 

Hashers gathered at Bushy Brown’s Waterski Park near Woodford for a weekend of fun and frivolity.  
Saturday morning, Overproof set out to lay an epic run with shaded bush tracks, a drink stop and a 
cooling swim at the end for the 29 attendees.   

An army of sandwich hands prepared individually customised lunches to provide sustenance for the 
run.  Fed and watered we prepared for the 2pm run with a quenching beer or cider.  After 
instructions from the hare, the pack set off under a cloudless sky and temperature less than 40C.  An 
early On-Back caught the front runners and we were over the road and into the bush, emerging at 
the gate to the property.  Down a track to the boat launching ramp and we came upon the drink 
stop and all of the helpers who had ridden in the car to help out at the drink stop.  From here, 
shortcutters like Ten Fingers and Rabbi took the flat track along the waterski lake back to camp and 
the rest continued into the bush another couple of kilometers to the other end of the lake where we 
had to swim the last bit to the dock.   

The circle was called and first up was the hare, Overproof.  Ten Fingers was asked for a report and he 
gave the run 9/10 but was disqualified for having shortcut.  It seems we should have taken more 
notice that the trail was set using Danger Tape.  Vampire reckoned that Overproof had put in a trip 
hazard and she fell for it. 

There was a virgin on the run, Just Rick, brought by Rollover, RA of Bundaberg Hash.  Other visitors 
were regular visitors from Hervey Bay, Boobarella and Van Da Who with Night Owl a welcome 
returnee. 

Fig Jam was appointed RA for the circle and charges started flying.  First off was ET for calling out the 
GM as a Pro.  Just Klacker, Flower, Raw Liver, Tail, Overproof and Strut F*ck were all brought out for 
new shoes, because why else would they be floating their precious shoes on a body board across the 
lake?  Pithead and Robbo were called up and Robbo given a down-down for missing a good 
opportunity to bite Pithy in the arse. 

Next up were Dog and Boxy because more fights started with dogs and pool queues, so Dog, just 
because and Boxy as he has a pool.  Assertive Women, down-down to On Heat and Night Owl 
because she is so happy.  ET was given a down-down for misplacing her map of Tassie at the drink 
stop and showing it at the top of her Tshirt. 

Charges from the circle included Boxy charging Dr. Strut Fuck for taking a prick out of his foot, 
Yakkety charged the twins (the younger one) for getting her name wrong and Ten Fingers called out 
ET, Strut Fuck, Pithy and Yakkety for not wearing hash apparel in the circle.  B1 charged Just Klackers 
and Yakkety for excessive noise from the men’s shower aka “Slap and Tickle”.  Fig Jam promised to 
explain all to him, with pictures if necessary.  Finally, a big thank you down-down went to the 
organising committee of Heartstarter, Overproof, Flower, Strut Fuck, Tail, Yakkety, Smooth Ride and 
Boxy. 

Circle closed and people started getting ready for the bus trip to town for dinner at the Woodford 
Tavern.  Later Santa handed out gifts to everyone and we then adjourned to continue drinking 
around the circle.  We discovered on Sunday morning that a few things had gone missing over the 
weekend.  Like Tail’s memory of Friday night, Flower’s memory of Saturday night and Dog’s memory 
of how he had managed to sprain an ankle in his dreams.  An empty 4L carton of De Bartoli port is 
suspected to be involved.                                                                                        On-On,    Singapore Sling 



































 


